SIRUI Smartphone Lenses

simply more.

simply closer.
simply different.

simply better.

SIRUI Smartphone accessories and the world of photography is yours

SIRUI Smartphone Accessories

Smartphonography on a new level
Do you want to take top-quality photos with your smartphone? Then you need the lenses produced
by SIRUI.
Professionals do not use all-in-one lenses, they use prime lenses which let you take the best photos.
Smartphone photography means: high quality photos with your smartphone. Obviously, SIRUI lenses
are also suitable for video use.

SIRUI goes mobile.

SIRUI Smartphone Lenses - extremely high quality
Our lens attachments are more than just magnifying glasses. They are composed of several glass
lenses made of German Schott glass. They have multi-layer, anti-reflection coatings. These minimise
reflections and increase light transmission. The lenses guarantee accurate colour reproduction and
offer minimum distortions and vignetting. Image sharpness to the edge of the picture is guaranteed.

simply smarter.

SIRUI 60-SA

SIRUI FE

SIRUI 18-WA

SIRUI 18-WA-CPL

60mm Portrait

170° Fisheye

18mm Wide Angle

Polarising Filter

simply better.

SIRUI Smartphone accessories and the world of photography is yours

without SIRUI 60-SA

SIRUI 60-SA Smartphone Portrait Lens

with SIRUI 60-SA				

Get closer to the action
What is the SIRUI 60-SA?
A portrait or tele-photo lens for your smartphone.
What can the SIRUI 60-SA do?
With its 40° field of view, the 60-SA is a small tele-photo lens. It brings distant objects closer.
Thanks to its shallow depth of field, it makes an ideal lens for portraits. A sun visor is fixed to
the SIRUI 60-SA.

Technical Data
- Model: 60-SA
- Field of view: 40°
- Focal length: 60 mm (equivalent to full format)
- Construction: 6 lenses in 4 groups
- Optical distortion: <1.2 %
- Resolution: 500LP/mm
- Working temperature: -20° C to +50° C
- Diameter: 38 mm
- Height: 30.6 mm
- Weight: 60 g

How do I use the SIRUI 60-SA?
A SIRUI adapter (supplied separately) is fixed to your smartphone.
The 60-SA can then be attached to the adapter.
What do I need?
- SIRUI Smartphone Adapter (supplied separately)

simply smarter.

simply closer.

1.8x larger

SIRUI Smartphone accessories and the world of photography is yours

without SIRUI FE

SIRUI FE Smartphone Fisheye Lens

with SIRUI FE				

Put yourself in another world
What is the SIRUI FE?
A fisheye lens for your smartphone.
What can the SIRUI FE do?
With its 170° field of view it creates a fisheye effect. As a full-format fisheye lens it makes full
use of your smartphone sensor and there are no black corners in the picture. As it has no focal
length, it focuses from infinity to near-field (0.5 cm).

Technical Data
- Model: FE
- Field of view: 170° (Diagonal 180°)
- Shortest focal distance: 0.5 cm
- Construction: 5 lenses in 4 groups
- Optical distortion: -75 %
- Resolution: 350LP/mm
- Working temperature: -20° C to +50° C
- Diameter: 38 mm
- Height: 26 mm
- Weight: 54 g

How do I use the SIRUI FE?
A SIRUI adapter (supplied separately) is fixed to your smartphone.
The FE can then be attached to the adapter.
What do I need?
- SIRUI Smartphone Adapter (supplied separately)

simply smarter.

simply different.

70 % more subject

SIRUI Smartphone accessories and the world of photography is yours

without SIRUI 18-WA

SIRUI 18-WA Smartphone Wide Angle Lens

with SIRUI 18-WA				

Helping to expand your creativity
What is the SIRUI 18-WA?
An 18mm wide angle lens for your smartphone.
What can the SIRUI 18-WA do?
With its 95° field of view it captures more of your world than your smartphone lens.
You get 50 % (0.5x) more of your subject.
How do I use the SIRUI 18-WA?
A SIRUI adapter (supplied separately) is fixed to your smartphone.
The 18-WA can then be attached to the adapter.

Technical Data
- Model: 18-WA
- Field of view: 95°
- Focal length: 18 mm (equivalent to full format)
- Construction: 6 lenses in 6 groups
- Optical distortion: <2 %
- Resolution: 500LP/mm
- Working temperature: -20° C to +50° C
- Diameter: 38 mm
- Height: 24.6 mm
- Weight: 44 g

What do I need?
- SIRUI Smartphone Adapter (supplied separately)
Optional accessories
- SIRUI 18-WA-CPL Polarising Filter (next page)

simply smarter.

simply more.

50 % more subject

SIRUI 18-WA-CPL Polarising Filter for 18-WA Lens

SIRUI Smartphone Adapter

Accessory for SIRUI 18-WA Lens

Accessory for SIRUI lenses 60-SA, FE and 18-WA

without SIRUI 18-WA-CPL

with SIRUI 18-WA-CPL

no reflections

Get the right look

You need a smartphone adapter for the SIRUI lenses
Smartphone Adapter for SIRUI 18-WA, 60-SA and FE lenses. The adapter has two lens mounts
(not Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge) for SIRUI lenses.

What is the SIRUI 18-WA-CPL?
The 18-WA-CPL is a polarising filter, a useful addition to the
18-WA wide angle lens. In particular, your landscape shots will
become more dramatic and detailed.

How do I use the adapter?
The adapter is pushed onto the smartphone so that one of the SIRUI lenses can be mounted.
What do I need?
- SIRUI 60-SA Portrait Tele-Photo Lens
- SIRUI FE Fisheye Lens
- SIRUI 18-WA Wide Angle Lens

What can the SIRUI 18-WA-CPL do?
The polarising filter provides you with unbeatably strong
colours, especially for landscape photos. The sky becomes
a dramatic blue, the green of plants becomes bright and
detailed. Another great feature of the polarising filter is that
it reduces or blocks reflections from non-metallic surfaces
such as glass or water. Looking through a shop window or into
a lake is now possible and offers an entirely new perspective
for your photos.

The following adapters are available:
- Apple iPhone SE (white)
- Apple iPhone 6 (white)
- Apple iPhone 6S (white)
- Apple iPhone 6 Plus (white)
- Apple iPhone 6S Plus (white)
- Apple iPhone 7 (white, black )
- Apple iPhone 7 Plus (white, black)
- Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge (white)
- Huawei P9 (white)

How do I use the SIRUI 18-WA-CPL?
The filter is attached to the SIRUI 18-WA wide angle lens. The
filter can be twisted. When you have selected your subject,
simply rotate the filter until the desired effect is seen. You
will be able to elevate your landscapes to a whole new level
with just a few movements.
What do I need?
- SIRUI 18-WA Wide Angle Lens (supplied separately)
- SIRUI Adapter for your smartphone (supplied separately)
18-WA

simply clearer.

Lets you use the SIRUI lenses

18-WA-CPL

All company names, brand names and trademarks are the property of their respective owners and are used solely to identify and describe SIRUI products. All SIRUI trademarks, logos and photos in SIRUI catalogues, websites, advertisements and other publications (print and digital) are the property
of SIRUI. The use of SIRUI trademarks is only permitted with the express written permission of SIRUI.

simply better.

SIRUI 60-SA Smartphone Portrait Lens
Get closer to the action

SIRUI FE Smartphone Fisheye Lens
Put yourself in another world

SIRUI 18-WA Smartphone Wide Angle Lens
Helping to expand your creativity
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